FORMER MANAGER: PLANNED PARENTHOOD
“TREATED WOMEN LIKE CATTLE”
Video at www.LiveAction.org/AbortionCorporation

“Planned Parenthood treated women like cattle.”
- Ramona Treviño, former Planned Parenthood manager, Sherman, TX

Sue Thayer, a Planned Parenthood facility manager in Iowa
for 17 years, described what she witnessed as a result of the
relentless pursuit of more clients and the ever-increasing
role of abortion in the business model:

“Over the years I worked there, the mission statement
came down. Up went abortion goals and all the other
goals we were required to meet. The nurse practitioner
that had been there four days a week was now there
two hours a week, but we were still seeing the same
amount of clients. It felt wrong.”
While Planned Parenthood pursues profit from pushing

Thayer explained how management pushed “harder and

abortions, the other “services” it supposedly provides

harder” for more clients, first requiring affiliates to see “four

to women suffer as a result.

[clients] an hour,” then “five an hour.” These requirements
took a toll on the standard of care: “Women were just

Former Planned Parenthood center manager Ramona

herded through.”

Treviño witnessed this declining standard of care first hand
and explained to Live Action how the abortion chain cut in

“It is definitely not someplace that I would want to see my

half the amount of time staff spent with new clients, many

daughters go. I wouldn’t want them to have care like that,”

of whom were minors. Treviño pointed out how this neglect

Thayer added. “I don’t think that’s care; that’s not

was especially egregious when it came to birth control,

health care.”

as improper instruction could lead to more unintended
pregnancies and more abortions:

“Not only are you not discussing the options, but once
the option is made...to be able to discuss how those
function, how they work, and to educate them on how
to actually use those methods, it just seems unethical
to not spend that time with your patient.”
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